Question Classification plays a significant part in Question Answering system. In order to obtain a classifier, we present in this paper 1 a pragmatic approach that utilizes simple sentence structures observed and learned from the question sentence patterns, trains a set of Finite State Machines (FSM) based on keywords appearing in the sentences and uses the trained FSMs to classify various questions to their relevant classes. Although, questions can be placed using various syntactic structures and keywords, we have carefully observed that this variation is within a small finite limit and can be traced down using a limited number of FSMs and a simple semantic understanding instead of using complex semantic analysis. WordNet semantic meaning of various keywords to extend the FSMs capability to accept a wide variety of wording used in the questions. Various kinds of questions written in English language and belonging to diverse classes from the Conference and Labs of the Evaluation Forum's Question Answering track are used for the training purpose and a separate set of questions from the same track is used for analyzing the FSMs competence to map the questions to one of the recognizable classes. With the use of learning strategies and application of simple voting functions along with training the weights for the keywords appearing in the questions, we have managed to achieve a classification accuracy as high as 94%. The system was trained by placing questions in various orders to see if the system built up from those orders have any subtle impact on the accuracy rate. The usability of this approach lies in its simplicity and yet it performs well to cope up with various sentence patterns.
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Introduction
Classifying a question to its appropriate class in an important subtask and plays a substantial role in the Question Answering (QA) systems. It can provide some useful clues for identifying potential answers in large collections of texts. The goal of this current work is to develop a classifier using Finite State Machines (FSM) to classify a set of questions into their relevant classes. Various techniques have already been tried by the community either to classify a question to its relevant class or to a finer subclass of a specific class.
Results of the error analysis acquired from an open domain QA system demonstrates that more or less 36.4% of the errors were generated due to the wrong classification of questions (Moldovan et al., 2003) . So, this issue can be highlighted as a subject of interest and has arisen the aim of developing more accurate question classifiers (Zhang and W. Sun Lee, 2003) . Usually the answers generated from the classified questions have to be exact in nature and the size of the answer has to be within a restricted size (Peters et al., 2002; Voorhees, 2001) The next section of the paper describes the procedure used to create the states and transitions in the FSMs involving a simple learning mechanism and the section 3 presents the data set for the experimental verification of the procedures and outcome of the experiments followed by a section covering a discussion about the future works.
Classification using Finite State Machines (FSM) with learning strategy
From a large number of questions derived from the gold standard set of QA track of CLEF 2008 -2011 and observing them manually, we came to a conclusion that it is possible to classify a set a questions using a set of FSMs and the FSMs can be automatically built and adjusted according to the questions in the training set and later on can be used to classify the questions appearing in the test set. 
Learning new states and transitions in the FSM using keywords
FSMs continue to build up the states and transitions as it encounters more new question instances. Each of the questions in the training set is tokenized removing a few English stop words and the keywords are then isolated from each of the questions to form a keyword structure (KS). Every keyword in the KS has a weight in context with the other keywords appearing in the question. In order to calculate the relevant weights of the n number of keywords, a Keyword Frequency Matrix (KFM) of n x n dimension is created first and the frequency of every keyword appearing before and after of every other ones is stored in the matrix. This KFM is prebuilt from all the question instances of the training set. Table 1 shows a dummy KFM with some sample frequency values. When we are using a sentence to build or train up the FSMs, a subset of the KFM is created using only those keywords which are appearing in the question sentence and the weights of each keyword Z in the question sentence is calculated in context with other keywords appearing in that sentence using the formula followed. The formula sums up all the frequency values where the keyword Z appears after each of the other keywords in the sentence and subtracts from it the sum of the frequency values where Z appears before each of the other keywords in that question sentence. There are many keywords in various question sentences which appear more frequently than some other rarely used keywords. In order to make sure that such keywords do not receive highest weights all the time compared to the other significant but less frequently used keywords, we divide the weight value with the sum of the frequency value of Z where Z appears after each of the other keywords in the question sentence. This process normalizes the weight value of a keyword within the range 0.0 to 1. In case of a negative weight, the weight is set to 0.0. Probable Weight (Z) = Finally, the keyword structure (KS) is built from the question sentence and it comprises of the keywords along with their weights. An FSM is selected based on the headword appearing in the question sentence and it is built using the Algorithm1.
The Algorithm1 detects the keyword boundary from the Keyword Structure (KS) which is the position of the keyword having the highest weight value. If there are multiple keywords having the same highest weights, the position of the first keyword with the highest weight value is marked as the keyword boundary position. The FSM does not take any keyword as input beyond this boundary position to build up on its own. When creating a transition to a state for an input keyword, synonyms of the keyword if there are any are also derived with the help of WordNet (George A. Miller, 1995; Christiane Fellbaum, 1998) and are added as inputs to that transition to extend the machines capability significantly. 
Voting function for a state
Different ordering of the similar kind of question sentences belonging to different classes can mislead the development of an FSM with wrong classification states. For example, the question, 'What is the aim of the raid spectrum policy?' may be classified as a factoid question in one training set where as there may be 5 more questions of similar pattern that are classified as Reason/Purpose question in another training set. In this case, we propose a simple voting algorithm approach. In the voting process, every question in the training set which terminates at a final state with a keyword appearing at the keyword boundary will vote for the class of the state class in the questions labeled class. The class of that state of the FSM will finally be determined according to the class that gets the maximum vote. Voting function ensures that an FSM does not label one of its final states to a wrong class because of the different ordering of the questions appearing in the training set. 
Experimental verification
For the experimental purpose, we took questions from CLEF question answering track for the year 2008-2011. A total number of 850 questions of various classes were selected for the evaluation purpose. Around 400 questions from various years were selected for the training purpose and a test set was created with the rest of the questions. The system was trained with a training set and a test set was used to test the capability of the system. Effectiveness of the classification was calculated in terms of precision and recall and the accuracy was calculated from the confusion matrix (Kohavi R., and F. Provost, 1998 ) .
In order to make sure that the system does not get biased with specific question patterns, we have trained and tested the system in various ways to see if any subtle changes occur in the case of precision and recall. We also trained the system with 50% questions from one year mixed up with the 50% question from another year to cope up with the variations used in question wording and syntactic structure. We also changed the question order to see if the FSMs built from different order cause any considerable error or not. Keyword frequency matrix was trained using a dataset and it continued to update itself with the introduction of new questions from the training set. The data set and the result is presented in table 2. Throughout the training process, voting function was kept activated. Table 2 . Data set for the question classification using FSMs
Precision and Recall for each class is calculated and is shown in Table 3 followed. From the data in Table 3 , we can see that most of the questions were correctly classified by the FSMs, because it could find correct patterns for the questions belonging to specific classes. Wrong classifications were made in some cases where almost similar pattern existed in questions belonging to two different classes. Fortunately, our voting function took the feedback from the questions and responded accordingly to reduce the classification error by a margin. Because of the inaccurate calculation of weights for some keywords in context with the other also played a role to the errors, though most of the time, the weight calculation function provided near correct assumption. In order to check the building procedure of the FSM during the training stage using the training data, we were concerned about the question ordering. We have created an n x n question index matrix with each of the questions in the training set having an index number in that question matrix. We have randomly selected a question index and started to train the system from there on. The next question selected for the training was the question that was most similar to the previously selected one. Table 3 . Measure of precision and recall for every class of questions based on the data in the test set
The similarity was calculated in terms of most similar words or their synonyms appearing in two of those questions. Table 4 . Precision and recall measure for every class of questions with a change in question order.
We did 4 runs and in every run, we have selected the first question to train randomly and made sure that the same question does not get selected twice. We did the same kind of training by picking the most dissimilar questions to train the system and did 4 runs for that case as well.
The average of the runs is listed in table 4. We can observe from the average run that, no significant change in accuracy, precision and recall are noticed with the change occurring in the question order although the FSMs built from different ordering of the questions had different states or transitions.
4
Discussion and future works
In this current work we have tried to take a practical yet simpler approach towards the question classification problem. The approach came into existence when we realized that most of the time, we don't need to go through all the words and their semantic meanings in detail to map the questions to different classes. We thought it may be useful to give the machine this kind syntactic knowledge and a little semantic understanding to some extent to make it capable of classifying questions to its various classes. Instead of deriving handcrafted rules by watching each of the questions manually, we tried to establish a formalism through the Finite State Machines where the syntactic structure of the sentences could be learnt gradually with the example instances. The state of the art techniques used so far have already used various mechanisms for addressing question classification problem. Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Conditional Random field used for classifying questions in 6 major classes have achieved an accuracy rate of 93.4% (Zhiheng Huang et al., 2008) whereas, the use of SVM for coarse grain questions have achieved an accuracy rate as high as 97%. Maximum Entropy Model could achieve an accuracy rate around 93.6% and the combined approach of Decision tree and SVM demonstrated a 90% accuracy rate.
The result that we achieved in this work shows that, the approach can be handy and may cope with various types of syntactic structure used for creating question sentences.
Because of not using deep semantic meaning analysis, our system failed to classify some of the questions to their corresponding classes. Lack of a proper recognizable structure was responsible for the failure in those cases. The system also made a few wrong classifications when some very similar structures belonging to two different classes of questions came into existence and this can be observed from the result that we achieved from the recall parameter measurement of the each of the classes. The voting function we used rescued us to some extent to handle such situations. PACLIC-27
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